Acoustic streaming in a rotating fluid.
Acoustic streaming theory is derived that is applicable to a fluid that is slow moving in a reference frame that rotates with a constant angular velocity omega. A simplified streaming equation is obtained for the special case in which the acoustic angular frequency omega is large relative to omega, and the change in fluid density due to rotation alone is negligible. For this special case it is shown that the "driving force" for the acoustic streaming is independent of omega. Thus, if no acoustic streaming is present in a fluid system that is stationary, then no steady-state acoustic streaming is predicted for a similar system that rotates with constant angular velocity. For a system in which acoustic streaming is present, the flow behavior depends on the relative magnitudes of the Coriolis forces and the viscous forces. If the Ekman number is large (that is, the viscous force dominates) then the predicted flow is identical to that which would exist in a stationary system. If, on the other hand, the Ekman number is small then the Coriolis force dominates and the component of flow in the direction of the axis of rotation can be much smaller in the rotating system than in a similar system at rest.